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Abstract

This paper [Prem 98] discusses processes of semiosis in em-

bodied autonomous systems such as behavior-based robots

or animals. The starting point for this investigation are

the peculiarities of embodied autonomous systems, i.e. the

fact that they are physical systems with a body that is to

be moved around in the real world without the help of a

human supervisor. We revisit previous results about the

nature of representation in such systems. We draw paral-

lels with the philosophical work of Martin Heidegger and

show the relevance of these accounts for the study of au-

tonomous sign users. It will be argued that signs are a

type of equipment for such systems that reveal a speci�c

interaction context and serve to orient autonomous sys-

tems at speci�c action circuits. These considerations shed

new light on a considerable amount of previous work about

the usage or �communication� of signs in the �eld.

1 Introduction

Processes of semiosis are amongst those phenomena which

have driven scienti�c interest with an extreme intensity

for a very long period. It is only natural that nowadays

this interest in semiotics continues in the �eld of informa-

tion systems, where the themes range from iconic visualiza-

tion, the semiotic processes in the Internet to the symbol

grounding problem and robot communication. The pur-

pose of this paper is not to present �nal results about this

di�cult problem area, but to fruitfully contribute to this

discussion, albeit with a critical tone.

The study of information systems is not only motivated

by technical questions. The computer has long turned into

a general metaphor for other systems that can be described

as processing information, most prominently also the hu-

man animal. Obviously, once such a perspective of humans

has been gained, it is only natural to concentrate on the

information aspect of such systems alone. The claim that

many interesting questions about human intelligence can

be studied by inquiries into the nature of computers and

their programs used to lie at the heart of Arti�cial Intelli-

gence (AI) and was often argued for [Simon 80, Simon 81].

Discussions of the nature of signs in this context can be

mostly attributed to one of two frameworks. The �rst

is to regard the sign as a means of information trans-

fer embedded in a process of communication that passes

through the following steps: source-send-channel-message-

receive [Eco 77]. This view is most closely connected to

information transfer in the technical sense and to a sim-

plistic view of language. The second, more philosophi-

cal position regards signs as bearing an inherently triadic

structure in the semiotic process of designation. There

are many versions of what exactly this structure may

look like, but it always concerns the sign, a referent or

sense, and a signi�cant or object. This latter view of

signs has only more recently interested scientists in AI in

the context of the symbol grounding problem and is re-

lated to natural language through the �meaning of words�

[Harnad 90, Prem 95a, Prem 95].

The symbol grounding problem is originally based on

Searle's Chinese room argument and consists in the ques-

tion as to how it is possible for signs (in computer pro-

grams) to acquire and possess original meaning, i.e. mean-

ing that is not solely derived from the meaning in the hu-

man interpretor's head [Searle 80]. As a reply to Searle and

Harnad, many research activities centered around �nd-

ing solutions to the symbol grounding problem. During

a certain period (mainly from 1980-1990) it was believed

by many
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that the problem could be solved by equipping

a system with the possibility to learn the meaning of a

sign inductively [Harnad 93]. For example, an information

system could be presented with images of dogs and the

symbols 'dog' and thus learn to connect the two. How-

ever, such approaches were soon criticized and dismissed

as technically, scienti�cally and philosophically inadequate

[Bickhard & Terveen 95, Prem 95b].

Basically, many of the arguments center around the no-

tion of representation, which was originally assumed to lie

at the heart of natural and arti�cial intelligence. The idea

was that an adequate representation of the world inside

a system would be a necessary prerequisite for its intelli-

gence. The representational items in turn, would be la-

beled (by symbols) and could easily be expressed as words
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(for descriptive communication purposes) or used in inter-

nal models of the world (for planning and purposeful inter-

action). The prominent work of [Brooks 91] questions the

traditional view of representations and symbols and lead

to a new interest in embodied autonomous systems.

In this paper, we investigate implications of embodiment

and autonomy for semiotic processes. It will be suggested

below that the simple view in which internal representa-

tions are labeled and spelled out through symbols or names

is not a su�cient explanation of semiosis in such systems.

These accounts often su�er from a severly restricted view

of the purpose with which systems use signs. Addition-

ally, they often neglect the complex underlying represen-

tations that are themselves formed by purposeful system-

environment interaction.

2 Representation in Embodied Au-

tonomous Systems

2.1 Representation and Action

For the purpose of this paper a system is called embod-

ied simply when it has a physical body that is (in part)

controlled by the system itself and that dynamically in-

teracts with the world. It must be stressed that the mere

fact that a system has a body dramatically changes its

system-theoretic properties. For example, a robot cannot

be fully described in only information-theoretic terms. It

is a physical structure to which the laws of physics apply

when it interacts with the world.
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Robots, for example,

are subject to environmental time, while the description of

computers needs only talk about internal state-transition

time. Such robots are di�cult to simulate and thus need

to be built in order to be understood and tested. Once a

robot is built, the realm of the purely formal is left. The

physical interaction of the robot with its world leads to

material truth conditions when control systems evaluate

sensors [Cariani 90, Pattee 95, Prem 95a].

In the following we call those systems autonomous that

are able to sustain their purposeful interaction with the

world for some time. Obviously, this criterion is not a

sharp, clear-cut mathematical de�nition but allows for de-

grees of autonomy. In the political sense �autonomy� refers

to the ability to decide upon one's own a�airs but also to

the possibility to really do so. Within the robot world au-

tonomy means the very same, namely �to make a living on

one's own�.

An important parallel between robots and animals in

this context is the fact that both systems are fundamen-

tally alone. Robots must make decisions without the help
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It is trivial that the same is true for regular computers. However,

they are built in a way that the physics that drives the programs is

highly constrained and controlled by a well-known set of rules.

of any human supervisor or other being that can be com-

pletely relied on. It is the roboticist's task to develop a

system design that anticipates the problems, which a robot

will have to face. To a large extent, such a solitude is one

of epistemic relevance: the system must decide on its own,

what there is in the environment and what can be used

to pursue its own goals [Prem 97]. An important concept
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Figure 1: The action circuit, �rst described by

von Uexküll. The properties of the mark organ and of

the system-environment interaction determine the interior

world of the animal. The dynamics itself, however, is

driven by the interaction �purpose�, i.e. the internal out-

come of the interaction.

in this context is the �action circuit� that was originally

introduced by the theoretical biologist Jakob von Uexküll

[von Uexküll 28]. Fig. 1 depicts Uexküll's original idea in

which the interior world of the animal is equally dependent

on its sensory and e�ector organs, but also on the interac-

tions of the animal with its environment. The purpose of

this concept is to better understand the animal's behavior

in its natural habitat.

As an example, consider the hungry tick, which is known

to bite everything with a super�cial temperature of 37

�

C

that emits butyric acid. For the tick there are no humans,

deer or grass. All that matters (in the feeding context) are

temperature and chemical concentration. In order to un-

derstand the tick, we �rst need to comprehend the prop-

erties of the sensory organs. However, it seems equally

important to understand the purpose of environmental in-

teraction, since we can easily imagine other action circuits

that might exist in parallel for �eeing, mating, etc.

The concept of the action circuit can add much to a no-

tion of representation. [Bickhard 97] pointed out that a

useful notion of representation is based on the anticipa-

tions of interaction outcomes. For instance, let us assume

that there is some part of the nervous system in the tick

that is able to relatively reliably indicate the presence of

food. It would then be possible to call this indication a

representation of the tick's world. Several points must be

noted here. Firstly, the indication may be one of food in

human terms, but the concept formed by the tick is, of

course, a completely di�erent one. It means the class of



all things with a given temperature and chemical di�u-

sion. Secondly, and more importantly, this representation

is based on interaction outcome. We may assume that it

was formed in a long process of evolutionary adaptation

or learning. It thus bears a character of anticipation in it.

The anticipation consists in the prediction of a speci�c in-

teraction outcome, internal to the system that is coupled

to the representation. The activation of a representation

of �food� indicates that the speci�c interaction of �biting�

now may appease hunger. Most notably, such a represen-

tation may as well be wrong. This is the case, when the

anticipated interaction outcome does not occur.

Note that the kind of actual interaction with the world

plays a major role in the kind of representation that be-

comes active. We may well imagine a situation (e.g. mat-

ing) in which the indications of biting outcome may not

be important at all. In these situations the �food� remains

opaque to the tick. It is straightforward to imagine every

object that an animal may be able to distinguish as the

outcome of such a process of adaptation. In other terms,

�things� in the environment of an autonomous system can

be regarded as formed by anticipations of interaction out-

comes or as �tools� to support the purposes of environmen-

tal interaction of the autonomous system.

2.2 Representation and Ontology

While animals and especially robots may have rather re-

stricted ways of interactions with the objects around them,

humans are much more versatile. For example, we may use

a pen as a pointer, for picking, or simply in order to write.

How the thing will look to us, will primarily depend on

our current engagement, i.e. on the context of our current

activities. The purely physical properties of things such as

optical, haptic, or structural features will only rarely be of

primary importance to us. Usually, we just take the pen

and start writing or pointing in a most natural way of be-

ing engaged in interactions with the world around us. The

encountered entities, such as pens, seem to become di�er-

ent things depending on the context in which we encounter

them.

It should be emphasized here that this ontology of things

as tools in interaction circuits is very similar to the phi-

losophy of Martin Heidegger. [Heidegger 27] argues that a

tool-like character lies at the very heart of everyday cop-

ing with the world. We usually do not need to deliberately

think about how to use the objects around us. It is much

more the other way round: When we are engaged in a

certain interaction, things �show up� as solutions to our

problems. I suggest that they indicate the corresponding

interaction outcome because they were formed as anticipa-

tions of these internal interaction results.

For Heidegger, these elements of equipment around us

also bear a network of references to related interactions and

Traditional

Thing with properties

Embodied

derived from interaction
different, when held in hand

writing, picking, piercing

‘‘is’’ the sensoric impression
during writing

‘‘is’’ the solution to problems

‘‘is’’ imagined interaction

Optical: blue, thin, ...
Haptic: smooth, plastic, ...
Purpose: in order to write
Parts: nib, stem, cap, clip
Part of: desk set

Figure 2: Di�erences between a pen in the traditional and

in an embodied perspective. In the latter, the being of the

pen is depend on the context in which it is encountered.

It is derived from purposeful interaction with the world.

other equipment. For example, the pen refers to the paper

and to writing. The well-known AI critique of [Dreyfus 72]

is based on the observation that the old approach to AI

models of the mind using symbolic representations be-

comes awkward once such a di�erent ontological view is

accepted. The traditional description of this kind of tools

would be in terms of physical and other properties, not

starting from its functions but trying to derive them from

these properties (see Fig. 2, cf. [Dreyfus 90]). In our view

here, the functions lie at the very heart of what things are,

they are the basis for the kind of entities that autonomous

systems encounter in their world.

The important point is that this analysis holds true for

every system of a certain degree of autonomy that is ca-

pable of dynamic interaction with the world. As soon as

such a system adapts to its environment (by learning or by

an evolutionary process), this results in the kind of antic-

ipated interaction outcomes mentioned before. [Rosen 85]

shows how such an adaptation generates a model of the se-

lection (or adaptation) process within the system and thus

results in internal �representations� (in the technical sense)

that indicate future successful interactions (cf. [Prem 97]).

3 Signs as Tools

3.1 Processes of Semiosis in Autonomous

Embodied Systems

Let us now assume that the embodied autonomous system

under investigation is no longer alone, but shares the world

with other systems. From the viewpoint of the above on-

tological understanding of embodied autonomous systems,

we gain a new understanding of sign use in this context.

In the same way that a pen may be regarded as a tool for

writing, signs are tools for indication purposes. The fa-



mous example in a human context is the turning signal of

a car [Heidegger 27, p.76f]. The signal is used by the driver

in order to indicate the driver's intended direction and to

carefully inform others about this planned action. Other

drivers take up this signal and hopefully behave according

to it. In fact, we may well say that the sign is primarily

used by the other participants in the tra�c.

Using signs in this way is not restricted to human be-

ings or higher animals. From the viewpoint of embodied

autonomous systems it can also be found in simple insects,

e.g. in forms of stigmergic communication of ants that indi-

cate places and directions to other members of the species.

Signs of this kind can also be used for oneself, e.g. to �nd

the place in spring where the nuts were hidden before win-

ter.

The appropriate reaction to a sign encountered in the

environment is to �give way� or to �direct oneself to� or to

�start digging at�. It would usually not be an appropriate

behavior for an animal to simply stare at the sign trying to

�grasp its meaning�. As Heidegger rightly points out, the

more the sign is actually used, the less it becomes visible

as a mere sign. Instead, it serves to orient the system's

interaction, for example at a di�erent object.

Note that this view is very di�erent from the traditional

semiotic approaches, e.g. the semiotic triangle. Primarily,

we are not at all interested in what a sign may denote or

what its �meaning� may be. Instead, we study the orien-

tation process that happens when signs are encountered in

the world. In this view, signs of this type are a kind of

equipment for autonomous systems that reveal a speci�c

interaction context. Signs show the �wherein of living.�

Signs orient action circuits.

As a well-known example, consider the dances of honey

bees which indicate distance and direction of food sources

to the whole population. The direction which is encoded

in the orientation of the dance path is directly taken up

by other bees. Their action circuit �search for food� be-

comes oriented at the �intended� direction. Indeed, the

whole control process seems to be similar to a program-

driven system. The communicated action parameterizes a

relatively �xed action pattern.

The interesting aspect of these processes is that they

make the aforementioned web of references of equipment

explicit. The turning sign not just points to a speci�c

direction and �represents� it in a symbolic way. The inter-

actional whole of driving, taking care, turning etc. gets its

new orientation from the usage of signs provided by others.

This implies that processes of semiosis are rather di�er-

ent in nature from previous accounts. Signs are not mere

entities in relation to other entities to which they stand

in a speci�c �reference-to� relationship. Instead, in au-

tonomous systems research, signs should be regarded pri-

marily as tools for sign users in environmental interaction

for themselves or for others. Again, these signs are tools

formed by successful interaction that consists in �showing�

or �pointing to� and results in the desired outcome for the

sign users (which now includes two agents). Bringing this

argument to the extreme means that signs are anticipa-

tions of successful interactions of indication.

3.2 Autonomous Sign Using Robots

Recently, there is an increasing interest in the study of

robot communication. This line of research was often mo-

tivated by an interest in the origin of language or in (child)

language acquisition. Many researchers start with the tri-

adic view of symbolic reference. For this, ways to negoti-

ate the form of signs between agents and to discover some

common �meaning� of these signs must be developed. This

view is tightly connected to the symbol grounding problem

and to the communication view of sign use. In the latter

the problem consists in protocols to transfer a given or in-

tended �meaning� to another agent [Prem 95c]. Often the

underlying methodology consists in a two-step approach

to the problem. First, the common �meaning�, i.e. the

concept itself is developed or grounded. In a second step,

agents construct a system of linguistic reference to their

internal, often �private� concepts. This is the �language

learning� step, in which systems give names to concepts.

More recently, it was widely acknowledged that these two

processes may actually be interdependent and in�uence

themselves in technical approaches with robots as well as

in language learning experiments with children.

Our approach suggests that a large part of this previ-

ous work must be criticized with respect to the underly-

ing assumptions. Although we have not said much about

linguistic signs here, many oversimpli�cations in experi-

ments about the �origin of language� or the �foundations of

meaning� are revealed as soon as processes of semiosis are

regarded as centered around purposeful environmental in-

teractions. Such a viewpoint immediately emphasizes the

dynamic aspect of sign use as driven by interaction out-

come. This further entails a move away from some �outer�

entity that becomes mapped in internal representation. A

correct treatment of robot herd communication in this con-

text would have to start from regarding communication as

motivated by the autonomous system's social interaction

purposes. Accordingly, the �rst word �spoken� by such a

system might well be �go away!� or �give me your food!� or

�I love you!� and not a label for �food source� or �enemy�.
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The study of these origins must also describe processes

that underlie sign use, namely the foundational process

of taking something as a sign in order to get orientation.

Heidegger's example here is the wind from the south that

the farmer discovers to be a sign (Peirce: �index�) for rain.
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In practice, however, it may well be di�cult to distinguish be-

tween the label �enemy� and the warning call �enemy!� as an antici-

pation of a hopefully successful escape action.



It just is not the case that some existing physical entity

is �taken for something else�. Instead, the farmer's pur-

poseful interaction with its environment discovers the wind

from the south in this way of being an indication of rain.

This example shows that�primordially�a sign cannot have

just about any meaning but only that which �makes sense�.

Symbolic tokens may well be arbitrary in a certain sense,

however their meaning will be tied to purposeful interac-

tion and to the social aspects of sign-based interaction.

Note that all these processes of semiosis remain at the

level of mere signs, not of language so far. It is only nat-

ural to �rst develop a clear theory of (i) how autonomous

systems create signs and (ii) socially use signs in order

to produce system-internal outcomes. Only in later steps

should we try to describe a complex system of commu-

nicative skills that can serve many di�erent purposes from

telling jokes to asking for help.

3.3 More Philosophical Investigations

A critical point of our approach is that these preliminary

signs may look just like about anything else encountered

in the environment of an autonomous system. Consider

the example of a robotic system that learns to detect signs

in order to decide whether to turn left or right for food

(e.g. [Ulbricht 96]). Unless such a system starts a dis-

cussion about �the meaning of signs� it will just seem

to use them in an everyday fashion of coping with the

world. The search for a criterion that allows us to dis-

tinguish sign users from other agents interacting with the

world looks very much like a Wittgensteinian �investiga-

tion� ([Wittgenstein 53]): When would it be possible for

us to say that the system �really understood� the sign, i.e.

which criterion would ensure that it �learned the rule�?

Firstly, it must be kept in mind that signs are used for

indications by agents. It follows then that they are used

between agents, made up by agents for other agents (or

for oneself). This is a major di�erence to other entities

in the environment that may possess the above mentioned

tool-character, however are not addressed to other beings.

It is this aspect of �addressing� that implies that di�erent

interaction contexts must �show up� in sign use. While

in our everyday unproblematic usage of tools they remain

tacit (i.e. are not revealed to be �tools�-we just use them),

this is not true for signs. Signs are supposed to speak to us,

they must not remain simple objects, but need to indicate

something that they themselves are not.

Secondly, calls for a method to �verify� the correct un-

derstanding of signs will force the de�nition of some purely

outer criterion. The reason for this is twofold.

(i) Behavior can be observed and checked. Anything in-

ternal to the system ultimately remains concealed. Note

that even in the case of robots, where we could trace

the representations formed, such a tracking would be

extremely di�cult due to the dynamic interaction with

the world. More importantly, the conceptual framework

within the system will be conceptually opaque to the ob-

server since it is the result of a complex process of adapta-

tion, the purposes (or selection criteria) of which we need

not even know. Wittgenstein quite clearly describes this

fact when stating: �Even if a lion could speak, we would

not understand it.�

(ii) Signs in our examples here are not words, they are

tools for indications. But rather than emphasizing the in-

dication element of signs, the sign user will care about

the e�ect that they have on behavior. The sign user's pri-

mary interest is the generated (re-)action. At least one

such reaction will be the socially desired one that can be

interpreted as �correct� understanding.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a rather unorthodox view

of signs that is motivated by the study of autonomous em-

bodied systems. Such systems are not only information

systems, since they are also heavily in�uenced by physi-

cal processes. All the more, this makes them interesting

test cases for the study of semiotic processes. We suggest

to look into these processes from an existential-ontological

viewpoint and regard signs as tools to control aspects of

the interaction with other agents.

In Being and Time
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Heidegger lists three properties of

the relation between semiotic reference and the tool-based

reference that we �nd in �equipment�:

� Reference is based on the equipmental �in-order-to�,

i.e. on the tool-character of signs.

� The indication of signs is part of a referential whole in

which signs are embedded like any other equipment.

� A sign explicitly lights up the system of reference in

which it is embedded through appropriate usage.

These properties must be understood as a �rst approxi-

mation to the phenomenal character of semiotic referral.

They should not be mistaken for �properties� of signs. As

Heidegger says, equipment does not possess properties in

the traditional ontological sense, it can only be adequate or

inadequate for certain types of interaction. The creation

of systems which can successfully use signs in this sense

would be a fruitful starting point for further inquiries into

the nature of semiotic processes in embodied autonomous

systems. Dreyfus turns it this way: �Signs can do their job

only because we already know our way about in the world.�

[Dreyfus 90, p.102] or as Heidegger says: �Signs always in-

dicate primarily �wherein� one lives, where one's concern

4
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dwells, what sort of involvement there is with something.�

[Heidegger 27, p.80]

On this low level of complexity that we study here,

we now �nd a pronounced pragmatism. Although we

suggested to leave behind the semiotic triangle and the

communication view of signs, it now shines through, how

these constructs may come in again. The meaningful

content of the signs, if this concept is to be kept, lies in

the concrete orientation that they give to action circuits

of those who already share a world. The �meaning� of

the signs they use, i.e. the orientation which they give in

practical contexts, is accessible to and can be the subject

of behavioral experiments. This however, is something

which C.S. Peirce suggested as a strategy to study the

meaning of signs long ago [Peirce 31, CP 5.411].
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